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Abstract� Context is important for AI applications that interact with
users� This is true both for natural language interfaces as well as for
multi�modal interfaces� In this paper� we consider aspects of context that
are important in a multi�modal interface combining natural language and
graphical input to describe locations� We have identi�ed several aspects
of contexts in our preliminary study� We describe them here and discuss
plans for future work�

� Introduction

Context has long been recognized as necessary to understanding natural lan�
guage communication� Several components of context have been identi�ed and
studied� including discourse context ��� and user models ���� We consider con�
text to be anything that is required to understand an utterance beyond syntax
and semantics� We call the components of context contextual aspects or simply
aspects�

In this paper� we will discuss contextual aspects which we have identi�ed
for understanding user input in speech and graphics� A distinct aspect was rec�
ognized for one of several reasons� First� all of the knowledge contained in the
aspect might be connected by a theme� Second� di�erent aspects would be rele�
vant to� or function di�erently when� handling di�erent phenomena� Third� some
parts of the context were divided into separate aspects because they are man�
aged di�erently� Similarly� some aspects were separated from others due to the
duration of the information in the aspect 	i�e�� is the information relevant dur�
ing a single session or across many sessions
�� Fourth� some aspects have been
separated out� for now� because they are well�studied elsewhere� This is the case
for the discourse aspect�

Our work is to be applied to Sketch�and�Talk� a multi�modal interface to
geographical information systems that is being created by Max Egenhofer and
his colleagues in the Department of Spatial Information Science and Engineer�
ing at the University of Maine� The system will construct database queries from
spoken natural language and graphical input from the user� Because the imple�
mentation of the initial system has not yet been completed� we have begun our
work by studying ten videotaped examples of members of our research group
describing locations or spatial information� This preliminary work has lead us to
identify several contextual aspects that a�ect the interpretation of multi�modal
interaction� These aspects are presented below� More detail can be found in ��� ��



� Contextual Aspects for Multi�Modal Interactions

Discourse Aspect� The discourse aspect is known in natural language process�
ing as the discourse context� It contains all of the entities that are mentioned
in the discourse� This context is broken into several subparts� or discourse seg�

ments� Discourse segments are made up of contiguous utterances that are related
to the same topic� Many techniques already exist for creating the discourse con�
text and moving between its segments ���� and any of these could be adopted for
our system�
Graphics Aspect� The graphics aspect includes all of the entities that have
been drawn and their spatial relations� For our work with Sketch�and�Talk� we
will use the entity and relation representations used by that project ����

We have found that� like discourse� the graphics context should be divided
into graphics spaces� We have seen indications that users consider the graphics
context to be subdivided� Users speak of the �the area around some entity��
They also deviate from their established order of drawing to draw certain related
objects� For example� a user who has been drawing entities from left to right may
deviate from this pattern to draw all of the outbuildings surrounding a house�
Users also draw detailed views of particular regions of the location and move
between the overview and detailed views during a session� Entities in a graphics
space are often all related to a single entity or function� For example �where we
�shed� may constitute a graphics space� Also� users can easily refer to a graphics
space with a single reference� for example� by pointing or referring to the most
signi�cant entity�

Clearly� the graphics spaces and discourse segments will be closely related
because users are expected to talk as they draw� For now� we keep the discourse
and graphics aspects separate to take advantage of the work that has been done
to develop representations and management algorithms for the discourse aspect�
In future work� we plan to explore the relationship between these two aspects�
This includes determining if they are truly separate� Future work will also include
discovering exactly what constitutes a graphics space and how a speaker�drawer
moves between them�
Task Aspect� This aspect provides information related to the task that the user
is pursuing� For our application� the representation of this aspect will include
likely goals of the user as well as procedures for achieving those goals� In addition�
we saw evidence of a social interaction task aspect� in which users put aside the
task of describing a location to interact with or entertain the observers� and
a drawing correction task aspect� The task context in�uences the �ow of the
communication ��� �� ��� as well as helping to identify important entities and
concepts� The information represented for this aspect will vary� depending on
the task�
Location Aspect� In Sketch�and�Talk� the kind of location that is the target
of the query also constitutes an important aspect of the context� We expect
the application to have world knowledge about the location that it can access to
build or respond to database queries� The location aspect brings this information
into the context� Other types of world knowledge will be needed to understand



the speech� and� at times� the graphics� However� we create a separate aspect for
location because it is so important for interpreting symbols and for managing
the graphics aspects�

Since the identity of the target location often unfolds as the task is being
carried out� Sketch�and�Talk must be able to determine the location aspect as
it is being discussed� The representation of the location aspect then includes
more detail as the location is described by piecing together representations� For
example� the current location context may be a forested lot� If picnic tables are
added to the sketch by the user� then the current location aspect must be merged
with the context of a picnic area�
User Aspect� Knowledge of the user�s goals� beliefs� level of expertise� style of
interaction� and idiosyncrasies� traditionally stored in user models ��� ��� consti�
tute the user aspect� In our application� the idiosyncrasies and style of interaction
of the user are particularly interesting� In multi�modal communication� unlike
natural language communication� conventions are not necessarily shared by the
community of users� Instead� individuals develop their own styles of interacting�
Consequently� individual styles of the interaction work like conventions in natu�
ral language� Part of our work on the user context will be to better understand
particular behaviors of users and the roles they play in interpreting the input�
Temporal Aspect� Locations change over time� While drawing� the user may
refer to di�erent features of the location that existed at di�erent times� The
system may also be aware of di�erences in the location at di�erent times� In
order to understand what the user is saying and drawing� the interface needs
to model and track the temporal context� Thus we have identi�ed a temporal
contextual aspect as a separate kind of aspect�

A user�s description of a location has a primary temporal aspect� If the user
has only seen the location at one time� or is describing features of a prototype
location that he or she would like to �nd� this primary temporal aspect will be
the only one that is needed to interpret the user�s input� Other temporal aspects
may be invoked if the user has seen the location at di�erent times�
Legend Aspect� We have noticed that occasionally users provide a legend for
symbols that they will use during a particular session� This information also de�
�nes the aspect of the context in which those symbols have those meanings� The
legend aspect is applicable only during the current session� This distinguishes
it from information about what the symbol denotes that can be consistently
associated with users� locations� or tasks across multiple sessions�
Environment Aspect� The environment that the user is in also a�ects the
interaction with the system and should be represented separately� The environ�
ment aspect includes the user�s location� the equipment used� and the presence
of observers or other participants in the session�

� Discussion

Lenat ��� discusses some of the problems with monolithic context representations
based on experience with the Cyc program� He delineates twelve dimensions of



�context�space� in response� four of which are similar to two of our contextual
aspects� His two spatial dimensions� �Absolute Place� and �Type Of Place�� are
related to our location aspect� and his two temporal context dimensions� �Ab�
solute Time� and �Type Of Time�� are related to our temporal aspect 	below��
It is di�cult to see� however� where the remainder of the contextual aspects we
have identi�ed would �t in his framework�

In this paper� we have discussed preliminary work we have done on identi�
fying contextual aspects and contextual knowledge important for multi�modal
interfaces� We have so far identi�ed the following aspects� based on examining
videotapes of research group members simultaneously talking about and draw�
ing locations� discourse� graphics� task� location� user� temporal� legend� and
environment�
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